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Abstract 26	
Among-individual variation in behaviour is a widespread phenomenon, with several 27	
frameworks developed to explain its existence. Maternal effects, which can have significant 28	
influence over evolutionary processes, are an under-studied source of behavioural variation. 29	
Maternal effects are not necessarily static however, since their importance can change over 30	
offspring ontogeny, typically declining with age relative to additive genetic effects. Here, using 31	
a quantitative genetics approach, we test the prediction that maternal effects will influence age-32	
specific risk-taking behaviour in Trinidadian guppies, Poecilia reticulata. Individuals were 33	
subject to a single open field trial as juveniles and up to 4 repeat trials as adults, with 5 traits 34	
indicative of risk-taking behaviour measured in each trial. We then partitioned phenotypic 35	
variance into additive genetic (VA) and maternal identity (VM) components, in addition to 36	
testing brood size and maternal weight as specific sources of maternal effects. We found that 37	
VM had significant influence over juvenile traits, with very low VA estimates. Whereas, in 38	
adults, all traits were significantly heritable, with little support for VM. We also found a strong 39	
influence of maternal traits on juvenile behaviours as predicted, with significant, albeit smaller, 40	
effects found in adults. Maternal weight was heritable and itself subject to maternal effects. 41	
Thus, maternal weight is a likely source of maternal genetic effects that are expected to alter 42	
response to selection on personality in this system. More generally our study highlights that 43	
while maternal effects can be an important source of personality variation, this varies over 44	
ontogeny of offspring. 45	
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Introduction 51	
Among-individual variation in behaviour, or personality, has been well documented in a large 52	
number of animal species. No longer considered as simply noise around the mean, there have 53	
been multiple adaptive frameworks developed to try to explain the maintenance of personality 54	
variation. These frameworks include frequency dependent selection (Wolf et al., 2008), 55	
fluctuating selection (Dingemanse et al., 2004; Le Coeur et al., 2015), pace of life syndrome 56	
(Biro & Stamps, 2008; Réale et al., 2010) and state dependent feedback loops (Luttbeg & Sih, 57	
2010; Sih et al., 2015). Although there is some empirical support for each of these, it is not 58	
clear that a single explanation will apply to all cases. Furthermore, these adaptive explanations 59	
for personality variation implicitly assume a genetic basis to the variation. This is because any 60	
selection response depends on heritable variation, while simple linear and/or stabilising forms 61	
of selection are not expected to erode personality variance if it is completely environmentally 62	
induced. While evidence for additive genetic variation underpinning repeatable behavioural 63	
traits is now growing, few studies have considered the potential role of maternal effects in 64	
driving among-individual differences. If mothers differ at specific traits that influence offspring 65	
behaviour (e.g., aspects of maternal care), this could also generate among-individual variation 66	
in offspring traits. Here, we seek to address this gap, by evaluating maternal effects as both a 67	
potential cause of bias and a further source of evolutionarily significant variation in a study of 68	
age-specific personality in the Trinidadian guppy, Poecilia reticulata. 69	
Personality traits such as boldness and aggression have been linked to survival and 70	
reproductive success (Smith & Blumstein, 2008; Ariyomo & Watt, 2012). Given this 71	
association with fitness-related traits, if personality traits exhibit sufficient additive genetic 72	
variation then they have the potential for evolution. However, we might predict that – at least 73	
where selection is linear and/or stabilising – genetic variance for personality should diminish 74	
over time (Falconer & Mackay, 1996; Kruuk et al., 2008). Despite this expectation of reduced 75	
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variation due to selection, genetic variation in personality traits has been quantified in a range 76	
of taxa including fish (Dingemanse et al., 2012; Ariyomo et al., 2013), birds (Drent et al., 2003; 77	
Brommer & Kluen, 2012) and mammals (Brent et al., 2014; Johnson et al., 2015; Petelle et al., 78	
2015). A recent review of published studies concluded that the average heritability of 79	
personality traits was as high as 0.52 (Dochtermann et al., 2015). This estimate is perhaps 80	
potentially misleading as additive genetic variance estimates were scaled by among-individual 81	
phenotypic variance only (which logically follows the definition of personality variation as 82	
being among-individuals, but means within-individual behavioural variation from plasticity 83	
and/or measurement error is excluded). Nonetheless, evidence of genetic variance 84	
underpinning personality traits is certainly growing, and it is in this context that explanations 85	
have been sought for the maintenance of consistent among-individual differences in behaviour. 86	
While quantitative genetic studies have largely sought to test the additive genetic basis 87	
of variation, additional factors are known to influence development and/or expression of 88	
personality, including aspects of the social environment (Moretz et al., 2007; Piyapong et al., 89	
2010; King et al., 2015), abiotic variables such as temperature (Biro et al., 2010; Briffa et al., 90	
2013) and availability of food or other resources (Dingemanse et al., 2004; Le Coeur et al., 91	
2015). Here we consider maternal effects as a potential source of variation in behaviour. 92	
Maternal effects occur when the maternal phenotype influences the offspring phenotype, above 93	
and beyond the normal inheritance of genes (Mousseau & Fox, 2008). This can occur through 94	
a range of pathways, such as provisioning of food and other types of parental care (Reznick et 95	
al., 1996; Hunt & Simmons, 2002; D’Amore et al., 2015), or exposure to maternal hormones 96	
during development (Tobler & Sandell, 2007; Groothuis et al., 2008; Rokka et al., 2014; Hinde 97	
et al., 2015). Although some maternal effects on offspring behaviour are known (Duckworth 98	
et al. 2015; Kasper et al. 2017; Storm & Lima, 2010; Taylor et al., 2012), most studies have 99	
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focussed on physiology (Bacigalupe et al., 2007; Tobler et al., 2007), life history (Hunt & 100	
Simmons, 2002; Bashey, 2006) and growth (Wilson et al., 2005).  101	
Despite maternal effects having thus far remained an understudied source of among-102	
individual variation in behaviour, they can be important for our understanding of the evolution 103	
of personality traits for two major reasons. First, failing to consider maternal effects can result 104	
in upwardly biased estimates of heritability (h2) and so to over-prediction of responses to 105	
selection (Falconer & Mackay, 1996; Kruuk, 2004; Wilson et al., 2010). Secondly, maternal 106	
effects can themselves have a significant genetic (among-mother) basis of variation, with 107	
important consequences for the evolutionary dynamics of offspring traits. For instance, 108	
maternal genetic effects can cause time-lagged responses to selection, even if the offspring trait 109	
itself has little or no additive genetic basis (Räsänen & Kruuk, 2007). Furthermore, correlations 110	
between maternal genetic and additive genetic effects can either constrain or facilitate the 111	
response of offspring traits to selection (Kirkpatrick & Lande, 1989; Räsänen & Kruuk, 2007; 112	
Charmantier et al., 2013). Although maternal genetic effects on personality have received little 113	
attention to date, their presence is actually implicit in ideas such as ‘adaptive priming’, in which 114	
maternal effects are viewed as having evolved to increase offspring fitness by priming their 115	
behaviour for an anticipated local environment (Reddon, 2011; Mainwaring & Hartley, 2013; 116	
Rokka et al., 2014).  117	
Maternal effects can thus be a source of offspring behavioural variation and can act to 118	
alter their evolutionary trajectories, yet the strength of these effects can change over the 119	
ontogeny of offspring (Arriero et al., 2013; Andree et al., 2015; Houde et al., 2015; Van 120	
Leeuwen et al., 2015). Previous studies have shown that as individuals grow and mature, the 121	
relative importance of environmental and additive genetic variance components often tends to 122	
increase at the expense of maternal effects (Wilson & Réale, 2005; Lindholm et al., 2006; 123	
Dibattista et al., 2009). In light of this, a more complete picture of how maternal effects 124	
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influence personality traits requires such effects to be measured at multiple points in the 125	
offspring’s life. It would also be valuable to determine the mechanisms and maternal traits 126	
through which any maternal effects are mediated. Although the possibilities are numerous in 127	
this regard, the commonly reported link between size and boldness traits in fish (Brown & 128	
Braithwaite, 2004), coupled with well documented maternal effects on size (Bashey, 2006; 129	
Leblanc et al. 2014; Murphy et al., 2014; Einum & Fleming, 1999) suggests one very plausible 130	
mechanism. If maternal effects on offspring behaviour are present and mediated by impacts on 131	
offspring size or growth, then we expect a) significant effects of standard length (SL) on 132	
behaviour and b) reduced support for maternal trait effects with its inclusion in the analysis. 133	
 Here, we test the importance of maternal and additive genetic effects on risk-taking 134	
behaviours expressed during an open field trial (OFT) and whether this changes over ontogeny 135	
in P. reticulata. This species provides an ideal model as it is easily bred in captivity (facilitating 136	
a quantitative genetic approach), while differential yolk provisioning of eggs is a known source 137	
of maternal effects on offspring size/growth (Reznick et al., 1996; Bashey, 2006). Here, we 138	
ask whether maternal effects contribute to among-individual variation in juvenile risk-taking 139	
behaviour.  If so, we go on to ask how such effects change as offspring reach maturity. In 140	
addition, we test whether these maternal effects on offspring personality are mediated by 141	
offspring size. In doing so, we build on the results of our previous study which demonstrated 142	
that risk-taking behaviours, putatively indicative of shy-bold type personality variation and 143	
behavioural stress ‘coping style’, are repeatable in this population and can be classed as 144	
personality traits (White et al., 2016). 145	
Using an animal model framework, we test for maternal effects arising specifically from 146	
maternal weight (at offspring birth) and brood size. These traits are expected to provide insight 147	
into likely among-female variation in resource allocation. We also estimate non-specific 148	
maternal effects (i.e. arising from unknown aspects of maternal phenotype) and additive 149	
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genetic effects using a standard variance partitioning approach. We predict, firstly, that 150	
maternal effects on risk-taking behaviour will be present (such that failure to model them will 151	
lead to inflated h2 estimates). Secondly, that the relative importance of maternal and additive 152	
genetic effects will change across ontogeny, with the former being less important for 153	
determining adult offspring personality. And thirdly, these maternal effects will be mediated, 154	
in part, through direct impacts on offspring size that in turn have consequences for behaviour. 155	
Finally, we test for genetic variance in two suspected sources of maternal effects, female weight 156	
and brood size. If these traits are both heritable and a source of maternal effects, it follows that 157	
they are a source of maternal genetic effects expected to have important consequences for the 158	
evolutionary dynamics of personality. 159	
 160	
Materials and methods 161	
Fish husbandry and breeding 162	
Fish used were from a captive population of P. reticulata maintained at the University of 163	
Exeter, Penryn campus fish facility. The population is descended from wild fish caught in 2008 164	
from the lower Aripo River, Trinidad (ca. 18-24 generations ago) and has been maintained at 165	
an effective population size of several thousand, with no deliberate selection or inbreeding. 166	
Data was obtained for 653 juvenile and 831 adult guppies, spread across a 3 generation pedigree 167	
(Parental, G1 and G2) using a paternal half-sib breeding design. See supplemental appendix 1 168	
for details of the breeding methodology and associated husbandry and supplemental appendix 169	
2 for a visualisation of the pedigree structure. 170	
Juvenile fish were initially kept in full-sib family groups, with each family housed in a 171	
2.8L tank. These fish were untagged, so identification of individuals was not possible. All 172	
juvenile family groups were kept on a single water supply to prevent tank effects arising from 173	
water chemistry differences. One week after the juvenile open field trial, all juveniles were 174	
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moved to 15L ‘grow on tanks’, still in family groups. Note that family sizes were not reduced 175	
to a common standard, such that maternal brood size directly determines early life density. To 176	
the extent that early rearing density influences individual behaviours, our estimation of 177	
maternal brood size effects (see below) will therefore integrate across pre-natal and post-natal 178	
effects. In other words, under our experimental conditions, a significant effect of brood size 179	
could occur if early rearing density influences offspring behaviour but pre-natal brood size 180	
does not. 181	
At an average age of 132 days (range 59-226), the now mature fish were tagged with 182	
visible implant elastomer (under anaesthetic, using a buffered solution of MS222) for 183	
individual identification, and transferred to mixed family groups of size 16 - 8 males and 8 184	
females. Variation in age is controlled for in all models of behaviour (see statistical methods 185	
below) and arose because groups were necessarily established sequentially as sufficient fish 186	
from multiple families reached a size at which tagging was deemed a safe procedure for the 187	
animals. Thus, each adult group comprised a mix of mature fish available from all broods in 188	
which individuals are sufficiently large enough to tag. By mixing fish among families in this 189	
way we reduce the potential for common environment effects to upwardly bias the maternal 190	
and/or genetic parameters estimated. 191	
 192	
Phenotyping of fish 193	
At an average age of 49.8 days (range 35-55) each untagged individual from each brood was 194	
subject to a single Open Field Trial (OFT; described further below) in what constitutes the 195	
juvenile measure. One week after tagging, all G1 adult fish experienced 4 repeat OFTs over a 196	
two-week period (with at least 48 hours between trials). For G2 fish, 4 behavioural trials were 197	
also conducted over a two-week period but we performed only 2 OFT per individual. These 198	
were alternated with two ‘emergence trials’ similar to those described in White et al. (2016), 199	
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the data from which are not included in the present study. G1 fish therefore had one juvenile 200	
OFT measure and 4 adult OFT measures. G2 individuals had one juvenile measure and 2 adult 201	
measures.  202	
 OFT data were also collected on the parental generation of fish prior to beginning the 203	
breeding program (again, four repeats separated by a minimum of 48 hours over a two-week 204	
period). Note that the age of the parental generation fish was unknown (but all were mature 205	
adults as inferred from external morphology). The temperature of the OFT tank water was 206	
measured at the end of each behavioural trial allowing subsequent statistical control for 207	
variation around the mean of 23.7°C. Additionally, standard length (measured from snout to 208	
caudal peduncle, mm) and weight of each fish was recorded after each trial before fish were 209	
returned to their group housing. 210	
 211	
Open field trials 212	
We followed the OFT methodology described by White et al. (2016). Briefly, an 213	
individual fish was introduced to an empty arena (30cm x 20cm x 20cm tank filled to a depth 214	
of 5cm and lit from below). Using a digital camera and Viewer software (www.biobserve.com), 215	
fish movement was then tracked over a 4 minute 30 second period (after 30 seconds acclimation 216	
period). From the tracking data we extracted the tracklength as the total distance swum (cm) 217	
by the focal fish, the percentage of time spent active, which we defined as moving at >4 cm s-218	
1 (activity), the percentage of the tank floor area that was explored during the trial (henceforth 219	
area covered), the number of times each individual “froze”, defined in practice as the velocity 220	
dropped below 4 cm s-1 for more than 2.5 seconds (henceforth freezings) and the amount of 221	
time spent in the inner, putatively ‘risky’, zone of the tank (henceforth time in middle zone). 222	
For the last of these the floor area of the tank was partitioned into middle and outer zones of 223	
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equal size using the Viewer software. Water in the OFT tank was replaced between each group, 224	
and any effect of chemical cue build up is controlled for statistically (see statistical methods). 225	
 Note, the OFT is a standard approach for quantifying among-individual behavioural 226	
variation (or personality), in small fishes (Oswald et al., 2013; Boulton et al., 2014), including 227	
guppies (Burns, 2008; Diaz Pauli et al., 2015). The traits measured in the present study have 228	
been found to all effectively assay a shy/bold type axis of behavioural variation in the 229	
sheepshead swordtail Xiphophorus birchmanni, a species closely related to the guppy (Boulton 230	
et al., 2014). Broadly similar patterns were found in a previous study of this population, with 231	
all traits being repeatable (a prerequisite for heritability) with putatively bolder (or risk-prone) 232	
fish tending to explore more area and spend more time in the inner zone (White et al 2016). 233	
However, tracklength and activity also appear to capture variation in behavioural stress 234	
response (or “coping style”) that does not quite conform to predictions made under a simple 235	
shy-bold continuum (White et al 2016). So, while simulating predation events in the lab has 236	
shown that all traits respond plastically to increases in perceived predation risk (Houslay et al. 237	
2018), under a simple shy-bold paradigm we would predict, for instance, a strong positive 238	
correlation among-individuals between tracklength and area covered that is not present in our 239	
previous behavioural studies (White et al 2016; Houslay et al 2018). In the present study we 240	
present univariate analyses of five observed traits that we refer to collectively as risk-taking 241	
behaviours. We note that while the OFT traits analysed here should not be viewed as 242	
independent of each other, but nor are they completely equivalent, and thus redundant, proxies 243	
of a single axis of personality variation. Full investigation of the covariance structure among 244	
these behaviours is presented in our companion paper based on the same data (White and 245	
Wilson, submitted manuscript), and we refer the interested reader to that for more detail.  246	
  247	
 248	
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Statistical methods 249	
Univariate mixed models for each of the 5 OFT traits were fitted to both juvenile and adult data 250	
sets using a restricted maximum likelihood (REML) framework in ASReml-R (Butler et al., 251	
2009). freezings and time in middle zone in both juvenile and adult data were square root 252	
transformed to better meet assumptions of homoscedasticity and normality of residuals (which 253	
were checked, and found to be reasonable, by visual inspection of model residuals). All traits 254	
were then mean centred and rescaled to standard deviation units prior to analysis to allow direct 255	
comparison of variance components for each trait.  256	
In both juvenile and adult models, temperature, age, order caught and generation were 257	
fitted as fixed effects to control for sources of variance not relevant to our hypotheses. 258	
Temperature and age were modelled as continuous linear effects. Order caught is the order in 259	
which fish were caught from their home tank prior to the OFT. Although we acknowledge that 260	
Order caught could itself vary consistently among individuals as consequence of either fish 261	
behaviour in the home tank or unconscious selection by the researcher, we elected to include it 262	
here to control for among-individual variation in disturbance and any build-up of chemical cues 263	
in the OFT tank over the course of measuring a brood/group. Slight differences between the 264	
breeding protocol and housing between the parental, G1 and G2 generations (see supplemental 265	
appendix 1) are controlled for with the generation fixed effect. 266	
 267	
 The adult models had an additional fixed effect of repeat, to control for potential 268	
habituation to the OFT procedure over the repeat measures. Note that while sexual dimorphism 269	
in behaviour is present (White and Wilson, Submitted MS), sex was known in adults only, so 270	
in order to allow direct comparison between juvenile and adult results we present results from 271	
models that do not include a fixed effect of sex at the adult life stage. This is appropriate to the 272	
hypotheses being tested, with model parameter estimates thus being interpretable as averaged 273	
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across sexes in both juveniles and adults (but see White and Wilson, Submitted MS for 274	
investigation of sex-specific genetic architectures).  275	
Conditional F statistics were used for ascertaining significance of fixed effects. For 276	
variance components, we assumed a χ2 statistic to be equivalent to twice the difference in log-277	
likelihood between full and reduced models with degrees of freedom equivalent of the number 278	
of parameters being tested. A 50:50 mix of χ20 and χ21 (henceforth χ20,1) is also assumed when 279	
testing a single variance component, as recommended by Visscher (2006). 280	
 281	
Estimating additive genetic and maternal effects over ontogeny 282	
For each age-specific trait we partitioned the phenotypic variance (VP, conditional on fixed 283	
effects) into components attributable to maternal effects, additive genetics and other 284	
environmental sources of variation. Maternal effects were estimated using the ‘hybrid’ strategy 285	
suggested by McAdam et al. (2013) in which we: i) fitted the maternal traits of brood size and 286	
maternal weight at offspring birth (and their interaction) as fixed effects to test the hypothesis 287	
that these maternal traits affect personality (in addition to known effects on growth and life 288	
history; Shikano & Taniguchi, 2005; Bashey, 2006); and, ii) included a random effect of 289	
maternal identity to capture variance in maternal ‘performance’ for offspring behaviour (VM). 290	
Both maternal weight and brood size were mean centred and transformed into standard 291	
deviation units (maternal weight, mean= 0.45g, sd=0.13; brood size mean=17.21, sd=6.65). 292	
Additive genetic variance (VA) was estimated by including a random effect of individual 293	
identity linked to the pedigree following a standard maternal effect animal model formulation 294	
(Wilson et al., 2009). For adult traits two additional random effects were included: a permanent 295	
environment effect (with variance VPE) to account for repeat measures on individuals; and a 296	
housing group effect (with variance VGROUP) representing the social and physical environment 297	
experienced by each individual. Additional random effects in the adult models do not mean 298	
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that additional phenotypic variance is modelled relative to the juveniles, but rather that 299	
additional partitions of VP are made. Thus for juveniles, all environmental variance is 300	
partitioned as residual variance (VR). Conversely, in adults VR represents within-individual 301	
variance from plasticity and/or measurement error with non-genetic among-individual variance 302	
separately partitioned as VPE. Thus, while the magnitudes of additive and maternal genetic 303	
variances can be compared across age classes, comparison of residual variance would not be 304	
biologically meaningful and estimation of trait repeatabilities is not possible in juveniles.  305	
 Narrow sense heritabilities (h2=VA/Vp) were calculated for juveniles and adults, and 306	
maternal identity effects were similarly standardised to a proportion of total phenotypic 307	
variance (m2 = VM / VP).  In all cases phenotypic variance was defined conditional on fixed 308	
effects and calculated as the sum of the estimated variance components. For each trait we 309	
estimated h2 and m2 under the ‘full’ model (including fixed effects as described below), but 310	
also compared the fit of this model to a ‘null’ that included neither additive nor maternal 311	
identity effects, and two intermediate models containing either additive or maternal identity 312	
effects only. We used likelihood ratio tests (LRT) to make comparison among these models 313	
where possible. However, since the two intermediate models are not nested, then to 314	
discriminate among the set of four models considered for each age-specific trait we also 315	
computed and compared AIC.  316	
 317	
Does offspring length mediate maternal effects on offspring behaviour? 318	
  In order to test whether maternal effects influence offspring risk-taking behaviour 319	
through offspring size, we refitted the above full models for juveniles and adults with an 320	
additional fixed effect of offspring standard length.  321	
 322	
Estimating maternal genetic effects 323	
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Finally, given our hypothesis that maternal effects on offspring behaviour could arise 324	
through causal dependence on maternal weight and/or brood size, we tested these traits for both 325	
(among-female) heritable variation and maternal effects. The former is of interest since, if these 326	
traits do causally influence offspring behaviour, then heritable variation in them will be a 327	
source of maternal genetic effects. The latter is potentially important because cascading 328	
maternal effects (sensu McGlothlin & Galloway, 2013) arise if maternal effects on offspring 329	
are mediated by traits that themselves have a maternal influence (i.e. there is a grand-maternal 330	
influence on the offspring). We fitted an animal model of female weight using all available 331	
measures of adult females and a fixed effect of age (as a cubic function to allow for non-linear 332	
growth) in addition to the mean. Random effects as described above were used to partition 333	
variance into VA, VM, VPE and VR. The Brood size model was similar but we included female 334	
weight as a fixed covariate, enabling us to condition our estimates on the known increase in 335	
fecundity with female size (Reznick, 1983). This model therefore tests for genetic variance in 336	
Brood size after accounting for female body size. 337	
 338	
Results 339	
Additive genetic and maternal effects on offspring behaviour over ontogeny 340	
Model comparisons provided strong evidence for among-family variance consistent with 341	
additive genetic and/or maternal identity effects across all traits in juveniles and adults. 342	
Comparison of model likelihoods (shown in Table 1) indicates that the full (VA + VM) model 343	
is a significantly better fit than the null model in every case (χ22 ranges from 13.6 to 69.9, all 344	
P=<0.001; Supplemental Table 1). In juveniles, support for maternal identity effects comes 345	
from the fact that the full (VA + VM) model is significantly better that the VA only model for 346	
tracklength, activity, area covered and freezings (tracklength χ20,1=8.17 P=0.002, activity 347	
χ20,1=7.78 P=0.003, area covered χ20,1=4.04 P=0.022, freezings χ20,1=4.31 P=0.019). For time 348	
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in middle zone this comparison is marginally non-significant (χ20,1=2.62 P=0.053). Conversely, 349	
the full model was not significantly better than the VM only model for any trait, and all estimates 350	
of VA in the full model are bound to zero. In accordance with these results, the VM only model 351	
is preferred (i.e. lowest AIC) for all juvenile behaviours. Thus we conclude maternal effects 352	
are the main driver of among-family variation in juvenile traits.  353	
 For adult traits, the VA-only model is the preferred model for all but one trait. For 354	
tracklength, the VM-only model is preferred to the VA-only model (ΔAIC = 5.2) but is only 355	
marginally better than the full model (ΔAIC = 0.2). We thus conclude maternal identity effects 356	
are important for tracklength in adults. For area covered, time in middle zone and freezings, 357	
the estimate of VM is bound to zero in the full model (resulting in no improvement of log-358	
likelihood). This suggests that the among-family variance is largely driven by additive genetic 359	
effects, the preference for the VA-only model being reflected by ΔAIC ≥ 2 for all other models 360	
(Table 1). 361	
 Given the expectation that dropping either VA or VM could lead to upward bias of the 362	
retained component, we elected to estimate h2 and m2 from the full model for all traits (while 363	
acknowledging this necessarily means greater uncertainty on all parameter estimates; Table 2). 364	
Indeed, omitting VM leads to higher (and statistically significant) heritability estimates for 365	
juvenile traits (range from 0.173-0.615; see Supplemental Table 2) when compared to the full 366	
model (zero for all juvenile behaviours; Table 2). In adults, VM was bound to zero in 3 of the 367	
5 traits in the full model (Table 2) and there is a pattern of m2 being higher in juveniles (range 368	
0.081-0.254, median=0.170) than in adults (range 0.00-0.10, median=0.00). Where VM=0, 369	
dropping the maternal identity has no impact on estimated heritability. In adult tracklength and 370	
activity, heritability is increased by dropping the maternal identity effects (as in the juvenile 371	
traits, though to a much lesser extent; supplemental Table 2). 372	
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 Although not directly relevant to our primary hypothesis we also note that post hoc 373	
testing of adult traits indicated that among-group variance was significant for all adult traits 374	
(potentially indicative of social effects on behaviour). Additionally, permanent environment 375	
effects accounted for 10-26% of phenotypic variance in adult traits (Table 2), highlighting the 376	
importance of additional (but currently unknown) sources of among-individual behavioural 377	
differences. 378	
 We find support for significant maternal effects mediated by maternal weight, brood 379	
size and/or their interaction on all juvenile behaviours (Fig. 1, Table 3). Juvenile offspring born 380	
to heavier mothers, on average, have a significantly shorter traklength and a non-significant 381	
trend towards lower activity (Table 3). Juveniles from larger broods covered more tank area. 382	
For time in middle zone there was a significant interaction between brood size and maternal 383	
weight. Visualising the predictions from this model shows that while maternal weight has no 384	
effect on juvenile time in middle zone at an average brood size, the predicted relationship is 385	
negative for small brood sizes and weakly positive for large ones (Fig. 1).  386	
 In adults, there was a significant positive effect of maternal weight on area covered, 387	
while brood size negatively predicted tracklength and activity (Table 3). Adult activity is 388	
subject to a significant interaction between maternal weight and brood size (with maternal 389	
weight positively predicting activity for small broods but negatively for the largest ones; Fig. 390	
1). Overall, these maternal effects show a tendency of being stronger in juveniles compared to 391	
adults (i.e. tendency for smaller effect size estimates in adult traits; Table 3). Moreover, in a 392	
qualitative sense the maternal trait(s) that significantly influence each observed behaviour 393	
differs between juveniles and adults (Table 3). For completeness, estimates of all other fixed 394	
effects from the full models can be found in Supplemental Table 3. 395	
 396	
Offspring length mediates maternal effects on offspring behaviour 397	
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 In additional models, length had a positive effect on tracklength and activity and a 398	
negative effect on time in middle zone and freezings in juveniles. Similarly, in adults, 399	
tracklength and activity were positively influenced while both area covered and time in middle 400	
zone were negatively influenced by offspring length (see Table 3). However, while this 401	
suggests relationships between risk-taking behaviour and size and/or growth, for juvenile 402	
behaviours, the inclusion of length as a predictor did not notably reduce the estimated effects 403	
of maternal weight or brood size (in fact, effect size estimates increased in a number of cases; 404	
Table 3). For adult tracklength and activity, however, the addition of length to the model 405	
resulted in a large drop in the magnitude of brood size effect. This suggests that maternal brood 406	
size effects on behaviour of adult offspring may well be mediated by intermediate effects on 407	
size.  408	
 409	
Maternal genetic and grand-maternal effects 410	
 Meaningful testing for heritable variation and/or maternal identity effects for the brood 411	
size maternal trait was not possible due to insufficient numbers of broods from females with 412	
known parentage themselves. However, the animal model analysis of maternal weight 413	
indicated that both additive genetic and maternal identity effects are major components of 414	
variance in this trait (h2=0.62 (0.06), χ20,1=107.26, P=<0.001; m2= 0.30 (0.07), χ20,1=74.36, 415	
P=<0.001), while the permanent environment effect was bound to zero.  416	
 417	
Discussion 418	
Here we estimated maternal and additive genetic effects on offspring risk-taking behaviour in 419	
the guppy, and asked whether the importance of these two sources of among-individual 420	
variation changes over ontogeny. Below we discuss the ontogenetic patterns in maternal and 421	
additive genetic effects in more detail, before further considering the consequences of genetic 422	
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variance in maternal weight. We place our results in the context of the wider quantitative 423	
genetics literature, and discuss their implications for understanding the evolutionary dynamics 424	
of personality in this species.  425	
 426	
Maternal and additive genetic effects both contribute to variation in risk-taking behaviour 427	
We found that maternal effects for offspring risk-taking behaviour are present in this population 428	
of guppies. This was evidenced by estimates of the maternal identity variance component and 429	
by the estimated effects on offspring behaviour of maternal weight and brood size. 430	
Heritabilities were estimated at zero for juvenile behaviours and, for adult OFT traits, were low 431	
to moderate relative to those published in the personality literature (van Oers et al., 2005; 432	
Dingemanse et al., 2009; Niemelä et al., 2013; Petelle et al., 2015). We highlight that, for 433	
juvenile traits, heritability estimates made in the assumed absence of maternal identity effects 434	
were much higher than those from the full models since almost all among-family variance was 435	
partitioned as additive. For adult traits, VM accounted for a smaller proportion of total 436	
phenotypic variance in the full models (discussed further below). Accordingly, h2 estimates 437	
were not increased as much by assuming an absence of maternal identity effects. More 438	
generally, these results demonstrate the point that failing to account for maternal effects in 439	
animal models can upwardly bias estimates of additive genetic variance (Falconer & Mackay, 440	
1996; Kruuk, 2004; Wilson et al., 2009; Mcglothlin & Galloway, 2013). To date, few studies 441	
of personality have explicitly tested for maternal effects (but see e.g., Taylor et al. 2015), and 442	
the possibility certainly exists that our emerging view of additive genetic contributions to 443	
behavioural variation is biased. However, as a partial caveat to our current results we highlight 444	
again that brood size necessarily determines early rearing density (i.e. prior to tagging) in our 445	
experimental design. Although early life rearing density was found to have no impact on bold 446	
type behaviours in a recent study of the related fish Xiphophorus birchmanni (Boulton et al. 447	
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2018), the situation could be different here. Thus, brood size potentially integrates maternal 448	
influences across pre- and post-natal periods. We note that in natural populations, dispersal 449	
coupled to an absence of post-natal care likely limit the potential for post-natal maternal effects.  450	
 451	
Changing importance of maternal and additive genetic effects over ontogeny 452	
 Our results are consistent with the prediction made that maternal effects on offspring   453	
traits will decrease with (offspring) age. While acknowledging that separation of VM and VA 454	
can be problematic in some data structures, under the full model, m2 estimates for each trait 455	
were higher than for the corresponding adult behaviours (for which the VM explained very 456	
little to no variance in all but tracklength). A pattern of declining maternal effects with age is 457	
also seen in the effects of maternal weight and brood size on offspring behaviour, which are 458	
consistently stronger in juveniles than adults. This matches the general pattern of age-related 459	
declines in maternal effects in the literature. For instance, Houde et al. (2013) found that 460	
maternal effects on survival declined during development from egg to fry stages in Atlantic 461	
salmon (Salmo salar). Similarly, maternal effects decline with age for body size in Poecilia 462	
parae (a close relative of the Trinidadian guppy; Lindholm et al 2006) and the lemon shark 463	
(Negaprion brevirostris; (Dibattista et al., 2009), while maternal identity explains more 464	
variation in pathogen resistance in younger than in older whitefish (Coregonus palaea) (Clark 465	
et al., 2014). It is generally held that this pattern arises because while the point of last 466	
maternal influence becomes more distant in time, other sources of trait variation continue to 467	
be experienced, and in some cases new influences on phenotype arise (e.g. changes in gene 468	
expression after sexual maturity).  469	
 Despite this general pattern, some maternal effects were detected on adult behaviours. 470	
Interestingly, there was little qualitative correspondence in the specific maternal traits that 471	
significantly influenced a given behaviour in juveniles versus adults. For example, maternal 472	
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weight significantly affected juvenile but not adult tracklength, while area covered was 473	
affected by brood size in juveniles but maternal weight in adults. This suggests that not only 474	
does the overall maternal influence on offspring behaviour wane over ontogeny, but that age-475	
specific maternal effects could arise through different pathways. In addition, both tracklength 476	
and activity had non-zero amounts of variance explained by maternal identity (significantly so 477	
in the former) compared to the other offspring traits with zero maternal identity effect. This 478	
difference suggests that the traits are not all equivalent proxies of a single underlying 479	
personality axis here. Indeed, in a previous study of independent data we found that tracklength 480	
and activity capture among-individual variation that might be better interpreted as stress-481	
responsiveness, while pattern of variation in the remaining are more aligned with expectations 482	
under a simple ‘boldness’ paradigm (White et al. 2016). Using the current adult data, 483	
multivariate modelling of both sexes combined, and of males and females separately 484	
corroborates this interpretation (White et al. submitted manuscript).  485	
 As well as declining maternal effects, we predicted that additive genetic contributions 486	
to behavioural variation would increase with age. This pattern is well documented for a range 487	
of trait types in the literature (Atchley & Zhu, 1997; Houle, 1998; Wilson & Réale, 2005; 488	
Lindholm et al., 2006) and is also supported in our study. More specifically, our estimates of 489	
h2 clearly uphold this prediction and we note that robust statistical support for additive genetic 490	
variance is only present in adult behaviours. While not directly relevant to current hypotheses, 491	
our analysis also shows that a lot of among-individual variance described previously by us and 492	
others in these OFT traits is explained by neither additive nor maternal effects. The source of 493	
this behavioural variation is unknown, and we have controlled as much as possible for shared 494	
environment using common water supplies and identical tanks for each family/group. 495	
Nonetheless, among-individual variance can arise from uncontrolled (and unmodelled) aspects 496	
of the physical environment or potentially from the social environment (Lindholm et al., 2006; 497	
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Moretz et al., 2007; Krause et al., 2010; Piyapong et al., 2010). In fact, the Group random 498	
effect is significant for all traits in adults, consistent with the latter being an important 499	
determinant of behaviour here.  500	
  501	
Offspring length as a mediator of maternal effects 502	
Given known maternal effects on offspring size and growth in guppies (Reznick et al., 1996; 503	
Bashey, 2006) and the widely reported size-dependence of personality (Brown & Braithwaite, 504	
2004; Rödel & Meyer, 2011; Biro & Sampson, 2015), offspring size provides a plausible link 505	
in the mechanistic pathway between maternal traits and offspring behaviours they influence. 506	
Somewhat consistent with this hypothesis, we did find that adding length as a fixed predictor 507	
led to large decreases in the estimated effect of brood size on tracklength and activity in adults. 508	
We also note that, in accordance with earlier studies (Reznick et al., 1996; Bashey, 2006), 509	
offspring born into larger broods are on average smaller at birth and when measured as 510	
juveniles (results not shown). However, while length significantly predicted four of the five 511	
juvenile behaviours and all of the adult traits, its inclusion as a covariate did not, with the two 512	
exceptions noted above, result in a decrease to maternal effect estimates. This indicates that 513	
maternal effects on behaviour may be mediated through offspring growth in some cases, but 514	
that additional pathways (for instance hormonal transfer - Rokka et al., 2014; Hinde et al., 515	
2015, or stochastic developmental events Bierbach et al., 2017) are also involved. 516	
 517	
Maternal genetic and grand-maternal effects on risk-taking behaviour 518	
As discussed above, our analyses indicate maternal weight and brood size to be significant 519	
sources of maternal effects on offspring behaviour. Furthermore, we found that maternal 520	
weight has a significant additive genetic component of variance, and is thus expected to 521	
generate maternal genetic effects (McAdam et al., 2013). In the presence of maternal genetic 522	
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effects, offspring personality traits will respond not just to direct selection on them, but also to 523	
any selection on the maternal trait (in this case weight) in the previous generation (Kirkpatrick 524	
& Lande, 1989). Covariance between additive and maternal genetic effects can also occur, 525	
potentially constraining phenotypic evolution and maintaining genetic (and therefore 526	
phenotypic) variation in both maternal and offspring traits (Kirkpatrick & Lande, 1989; Wilson 527	
et al., 2005; Räsänen & Kruuk, 2007). Thus the presence of maternal genetic effects alters 528	
expectations for evolutionary change relative to those based on direct selection alone. Here our 529	
estimated heritabilities alone would suggest adult behaviours have greater potential for 530	
adaptive evolution that juvenile ones. However, this ignores the possible role of maternal 531	
genetic effects which can be large.  For instance, McAdam & Boutin (2004) showed that failing 532	
to account for selection on litter size (the maternal trait) in the red squirrel (Tamiasciurus 533	
hudsonicus) led to a predicted change in offspring size that was five times lower than the 534	
observed rate.  535	
 In the present case, the relationship between risk-taking behaviour and fitness is 536	
unknown so it is difficult to comment on the extent of direct selection on them in juveniles or 537	
adults in wild populations. However, selection on female (maternal) weight is expected. Like 538	
many fish species, female guppies exhibit indeterminate growth, with fecundity increasing as 539	
a function of size (Bronikowski et al., 2002) and, when given the choice, male guppies will 540	
choose to mate with larger females (Dosen & Montgomerie, 2004; Herdman et al., 2004). Thus, 541	
we can at least speculate that the evolution of personality traits in guppies will depend on 542	
selection on size through maternal fitness, particularly at the juvenile stage where maternal 543	
influence is strongest, highlighting another mechanism by which morphological and 544	
behavioural traits may co-evolve.  545	
 Finally, not only is maternal weight heritable, but we found evidence that it is itself 546	
subject to maternal effects, manifest as a significant estimate of VM. Accepting that maternal 547	
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weight does causally influence offspring behaviour, this actually implies the possibility of 548	
grandmaternal effects on personality (Mcglothlin & Galloway, 2013). In Drosophila, both 549	
maternal and grand-maternal age influenced offspring viability and spider mite (Tetranychus 550	
urticae) offspring dispersal distance is affected by the density that both maternal and grand-551	
maternal generations experienced (Hercus & Hoffmann, 2000; Bitume et al., 2014). Very few 552	
studies outside of domestic animal breeding have looked into grand-maternal effects, however, 553	
owing to the difficulty in collecting multigenerational pedigree data and none to our knowledge 554	
have looked at personality in this regard. 555	
 556	
Summary 557	
We found that both additive genetic and maternal effects are important determinants of risk-558	
taking behaviour traits in guppies, although the former are only evident in adult fish. Not 559	
accounting for the maternal effects resulted in much higher h2 estimates in some cases raising 560	
the possibility that current estimates for personality traits are upwardly biased. Robust evidence 561	
of additive genetic variance was found for adult traits but maternal effects are also present, 562	
though with generally much smaller effect sizes than in juveniles. In contrast our models did 563	
not provide statistical support for additive variance in juvenile behaviours. Rather our results 564	
indicate among family variance arises principally from maternal identity effects, as well as 565	
maternal effects occurring via variation in maternal weight and brood size. Moreover, the 566	
specific maternal traits influencing offspring behaviour differed between juveniles and adults, 567	
suggestive of a shift in the mechanism through which maternal effects influence behaviour over 568	
ontogeny. Offspring size is a plausible candidate trait for mediating maternal effects on 569	
behaviour in some cases but not all. Our study highlights the benefit of employing the hybrid 570	
approach for estimating maternal effects at different stages over offspring ontogeny, and of 571	
using animal models to estimate both the additive genetic structure and maternal effects for 572	
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personality traits. We suggest that wider efforts to characterise maternal effects, and especially 573	
to test their genetic basis, could greatly benefit our understanding of the evolutionary dynamics 574	
of animal personality. 575	
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Tables 823	
Table 1: Comparison of null, VA only, VM only, and full (VA+VM) models for all risk-taking traits in 824	
juveniles and adults. Shading denotes the preferred model in each case as determined by minimum 825	
AIC score. ΔAIC is the difference in AIC between every model with the preferred model. Fixed 826	
effects of temperature, age, order caught and generation were included in both juvenile and adult 827	
models with an additional fixed effect of repeat in adult models. 828	
Trait Juvenile Adult 
Model AIC ΔAIC Loglik Model AIC ΔAIC Loglik 
Tracklength null 357.99 45.40 -178.00 null 1485.6 36.4 -739.8 
 VA 320.77 8.17 -158.38 VA 1454.4 5.2 -723.2 
 VM 312.60 0.00 -154.30 VM 1449.2 0 -720.6 
 VA+VM  314.60 2.00 -154.30 VA+VM  1449.4 0.2 -719.7 
           
Activity null 380.73 52.44 -189.37 null 1885.7 39 -939.8 
 VA 336.07 7.78 -166.04 VA 1846.7 0 -919.4 
 VM 328.29 0.00 -162.15 VM 1859.8 13.1 -925.9 
 VA+VM  330.29 2.00 -162.15 VA+VM  1847.6 0.9 -918.8 
           
Area covered null 691.96 67.90 -344.98 null 2096.3 19.4 -1045.1 
 VA 628.10 4.04 -312.05 VA 2076.9 0 -1034.4 
 VM 624.06 0.00 -310.03 VM 2095.4 18.5 -1043.7 
 VA+VM  626.06 2.00 -310.03 VA+VM  2078.9 2.0 -1034.4 
           
Time in middle null 720.80 14.57 -359.40 null 2048.5 11.6 -1021.2 
 VA 707.44 1.21 -351.72 VA 2036.9 0 -1014.5 
 VM 706.23 0.00 -351.12 VM 2050.2 13.3 -1021.1 
 VA+VM  708.23 2.00 -351.12 VA+VM  2038.9 2.0 -1014.5 
           
Freezings null 529.82 33.95 -263.91 null 2317.9 25.1 -1155.9 
 VA 500.19 4.31 -248.10 VA 2292.8 0 -1142.4 
 VM 495.88 0.00 -245.94 VM 2314.5 21.7 -1153.3 
 VA+VM  497.88 2.00 -245.94 VA+VM  2294.8 2.0 -1142.4 829	
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Table 2: Estimated variance components and their corresponding ratios to phenotypic variance (conditional on fixed effects). Estimates were made under the 
full model for each juvenile and adult behaviour and standard errors are shown in parentheses (but note where parameters were bound to zero no SE is 
estimatable). Fixed effects of temperature, age, order caught and generation in both juvenile and adult models and an additional fixed effect of repeat in adult 
models. 
Trait VA VM VPE VGroup VR h2 m2 pe2 Group2 
Juvenile          
Tracklength 0.000 (-) 0.096 (0.033) - - 0.469 (0.028) 0.000 (-) 0.170 (0.049) - - 
Activity 0.000 (-) 0.134 (0.043) - - 0.474 (0.028) 0.000 (-) 0.220 (0.057) - - 
Area covered 0.000 (-) 0.257 (0.077) - - 0.756 (0.045) 0.000 (-) 0.254 (0.059) - - 
Time in middle 0.000 (-) 0.080 (0.037) - - 0.910 (0.053) 0.000 (-) 0.097 (0.039) - - 
Freezings 0.000 (-) 0.113 (0.040) - - 0.634 (0.037) 0.000 (-) 0.151 (0.047) - - 
Adult          
Tracklength 0.056 (0.045) 0.079 (0.037) 0.215 (0.034) 0.043 (0.019) 0.423 (0.014) 0.068 (0.055) 0.097 (0.042) 0.263 (0.042) 0.053 (0.023) 
Activity 0.164 (0.055) 0.021 (0.023) 0.182 (0.040) 0.023 (0.014) 0.504 (0.017) 0.184 (0.058) 0.023 (0.026) 0.204 (0.046) 0.026 (0.015) 
Area covered 0.167 (0.050) 0.000 (-) 0.114 (0.037) 0.155 (0.045) 0.587 (0.020) 0.163 (0.046) 0.000 (-) 0.111 (0.038) 0.151 (0.038) 
Time in middle 0.158 (0.056) 0.000 (-) 0.237 (0.044) 0.026 (0.015) 0.534 (0.018) 0.165 (0.055) 0.000 (-) 0.248 (0.048) 0.027 (0.016) 
Freezings 0.202 (0.054) 0.000 (-) 0.093 (0.039) 0.021 (0.013) 0.662 (0.022) 0.206 (0.051) 0.000 (-) 0.096 (0.041) 0.022 (0.013) 
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Table 3: Estimated effects of brood size (BS, number of fish) and maternal weight (MW, g) and their interaction (BS:MW) on offspring behaviours at juvenile 
and adult stages. All estimates come from full (i.e. VA+VM) models as described in the main text and then refitted with offspring standard length (OL) 
included as an additional fixed covariate. Effects that are significant at P=<0.05 under either model formulation are denoted by *. Bold font is used to 
highlight fixed effects that are significant under one formulation but not the other.  
   Full model  Full model plus offspring standard length 
 Trait Fixed effect Effect size DF F P  Effect size DF F P 
Juvenile Tracklength BS 0.062 (0.052) 1, 188.7 0.92 0.338  0.231 (0.057) 1, 257.8 14.68 <0.001* 
  MW -0.118 (0.052) 1, 57.3 4.79 0.033*  -0.161 (0.051) 1, 55.1 9.11 0.004* 
  BS-MW -0.032 (0.042) 1, 110.3 0.58 0.447  -0.050 (0.041) 1, 104.9 1.53 0.219 
  OL - - - -  0.236 (0.039) 1, 603.7 37.70 <0.001* 
 Activity BS 0.035 (0.055) 1, 208.0 0.08 0.779  0.239 (0.060) 1, 279.3 13.86 <0.001* 
  MW -0.114 (0.057) 1, 57.9 3.63 0.062  -0.168 (0.055) 1, 55.6 8.31 0.006* 
  BS-MW -0.042 (0.045) 1, 122.8 0.88 0.351  -0.066 (0.043) 1, 116.6 2.34 0.129 
  OL - - - -  0.286 (0.039) 1, 612.1 54.75 <0.001* 
 Area covered BS 0.198 (0.072) 1, 237.1 11.08 0.001*  0.204 (0.081) 1, 320.5 9.25 0.003* 
  MW 0.020 (0.076) 1, 64.6 0.04 0.834  0.019 (0.077) 1, 65.0 0.03 0.855 
  BS-MW 0.035 (0.058) 1, 141.4 0.369 0.545  0.035 (0.059) 1, 140.6 0.35 0.555 
  OL - - - -  0.008 (0.051) 1, 616.6 0.03 0.869 
 Time in middle BS -0.057 (0.064) 1, 141.8 0.01 0.917  -0.226 (0.073) 1, 199.7 5.56 0.019* 
  MW -0.025 (0.059) 1, 51.7 0.54 0.466  0.015 (0.058) 1, 49.9 0.02 0.901 
  BS-MW 0.103 (0.049) 1, 72.6 4.37 0.040*  0.119 (0.048) 1, 68.1 6.08 0.016* 
  OL - - - -  -0.237 (0.053) 1, 564.2 20.22 <0.001* 
 Freezings BS -0.075 (0.059) 1, 177.5 1.90 0.170  -0.156 (0.067) 1, 243.1 5.96 0.015* 
  MW 0.077 (0.058) 1, 55.6 1.76 0.190  0.096 (0.057) 1, 54.7 2.73 0.104 
  BS-MW 0.001 (0.047) 1, 102.1 <0.01 0.982  0.010 (0.046) 1, 95.7 0.05 0.831 
  OL - - - -  -0.120 (0.046) 1, 596.0 6.89 0.009* 
Adult Tracklength BS -0.070 (0.050) 1, 217 4.31 0.039*  -0.008 (0.050) 1, 229.4 0.617 0.433 
  MW 0.057 (0.49) 1, 64.6 1.53 0.220  0.060 (0.049) 1, 65.9 1.707 0.196 
  BS-MW -0.042 (0.038) 1, 166 1.24 0.268  -0.048 (0.037) 1, 173.6 1.664 0.199 
  OL - - - -  0.173 (0.026) 1, 1028.8 43.160 <0.001* 
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 Activity BS -0.055 (0.048) 1, 194.5 5.46 0.021*  0.004 (0.049) 1, 202.9 1.104 0.295 
  MW 0.023 (0.044) 1, 65.2 0.35 0.555  0.030 (0.044) 1, 65.6 0.559 0.457 
  BS-MW -0.079 (0.036) 1, 130.9 4.69 0.032*  -0.084 (0.036) 1, 135.9 5.489 0.021* 
  OL - - - -  0.170 (0.028) 1, 992.4 36.500 <0.001* 
 Area covered BS -0.091 (0.046) 1, 616.1 2.04 0.150  -0.127 (0.047) 1, 576.2 4.915 0.027* 
  MW 0.085 (0.041) 1, 454.0 4.23 0.040*  0.078 (0.040) 1, 413.9 3.633 0.057 
  BS-MW 0.053 (0.034) 1, 576.6 2.48 0.116  0.055 (0.033) 1, 538.8 2.801 0.095 
  OL - - - -  -0.108 (0.028) 1, 939.1 15.080 <0.001* 
 Time in middle BS -0.038 (0.048) 1, 436.7 0.12 0.732  -0.131 (0.046) 1, 351.2 6.447 0.012* 
  MW 0.005 (0.042) 1, 300.0 0.02 0.897  -0.025 (0.039) 1, 222.6 0.414 0.520 
  BS-MW 0.039 (0.036) 1, 425.5 1.23 0.269  0.043 (0.033) 1, 304.0 1.728 0.190 
  OL - - - -  -0.253 (0.029) 1 1028.7 74.360 <0.001* 
 Freezings BS 0.013 (0.046) 1, 563.6 1.66 0.198  -0.001 (0.046) 1, 476.6 0.660 0.417 
  MW 0.045  (0.041) 1, 529.0 1.21 0.272  -0.029 (0.040) 1, 493.5 0.500 0.480 
  BS-MW 0.065 (0.034) 1, 637.0 3.75 0.053  0.055 (0.034) 1, 603.2 2.719 0.100 
  OL - - - -  -0.037 (0.029) 1, 892.8 1.610 0.205 
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Titles and legends to figures 1	
Figure 1: Predicted relationships between Maternal weight and offspring behaviour for each 2	
OFT. Predictions are shown for juvenile (blue) and adult (red) offspring from small (n=5), 3	
mean (n=17.21) and large (n=25) brood sizes.  Shaded areas indicate ± one standard error 4	
around the predicted behavioural phenotype. Maternal weight is shown in standard deviation 5	
units, while behaviours are observed units except for Freezings (for which counts have been 6	
square root transformed). 7	
 8	
 9	
 10	
 11	
 12	
 13	
 14	
 15	
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Appendix 1 Breeding design and pedigree management 16	
 17	
Breeding design 18	
To create a pedigreed sub-population, female fish were haphazardly sampled from stock and 19	
isolated from male contact for 3 months. This was to minimise the chance of them carrying 20	
viable sperm from previous matings (see below). Following the 3-month isolation, females, 21	
along with males haphazardly taken from stock were tagged under anaesthetic (buffered 22	
MS222 solution) using visible implant elastomer (VIE) to allow individual identification. They 23	
were then assigned to breeding groups of 4 females to one male, housed in 15L breeding tanks 24	
(18.5cm x 37cm x 22cm). Females were inspected daily, and heavily gravid individuals (as 25	
determined from swollen abdomens and an enlarged ‘gravid spot’) were isolated in 2.8L brood 26	
tanks to give birth. Once a brood was produced, maternal standard length (measured from tip 27	
of snout to caudal peduncle, mm), weight and brood size were recorded. The female was then 28	
returned to the breeding tank (with offspring raised initially in the brood tank; see below). Any 29	
females that did not produce a brood within two weeks of being isolated were returned to their 30	
breeding tank. Any offspring born in the breeding tank were excluded from the experiment as 31	
we could not be sure of maternal identity. 32	
The first generation of offspring produced (G1) comprised 566 individuals from 72 33	
broods in total. These broods were produced by 54 female and 33 male individuals out of an 34	
initial 171(133 female and 38 male) sampled haphazardly from stock to represent out parental 35	
(P) generation. The G1 generation was produced in two breeding bouts, the first between April 36	
and November 2013 and the second between February and April 2014. A further offspring 37	
generation (G2) was then produced between February and July 2015, primarily using crosses 38	
between G1 fish (haphazardly sampled but ensuring no known inbreeding). Note that female 39	
G1 fish used in this way were isolated for 3 months as above. To increase the number of 40	
families we also crossed some G1 males to addition stock (P) females (again following 41	
40		
isolation). Thus for some G2 it is the case that paternal but not maternal grandparents are known 42	
(see Appendix 2 figure). For G2 production we also altered the housing regime slightly as each 43	
female was kept in its own 2.8L tank, with a single male moved between 3 females in the 44	
breeding group on a weekly basis. This meant it was unnecessary to isolate females to collect 45	
broods, and removed the problem of unknown maternity for broods being produced in the 46	
larger tanks. A total of 25 females and 12 males contributed 281 G2 offspring from 34 broods.  47	
Offspring were kept initially in their brood tanks before, at an average of 56 days, being 48	
moved as families to larger “grow on” tanks (15L, 18.5cm x 37cm x 22cm). Standard length 49	
was measured on each fish on the day of birth and at ages 7, 14, 28, 42, 56, 70 and 84 days, 50	
using Vernier callipers. Note, however, that individuals cannot be identified at juvenile stage, 51	
precluding individual level analyses of repeated measures data. At an average age of 132 days 52	
(range 59-226) all G1 and G2 fish were taken from their brood groups, individually tagged 53	
using visible implant elastomer (VIE) and placed into mixed-family groups of 16 mature adults 54	
(8 males and 8 females). Tagged groups were housed in 15L tanks (with dimensions as as 55	
described above). Note, that because individuals were not tagged until adulthood we cannot 56	
link the identity of those G1 fish that became parents of G2 fish to their juvenile phenotypic 57	
records. However, the family of these fish is known, so for each we added their identity code 58	
(as a tagged G1 parent) to the set of dummy codes (for untagged individuals) corresponding to 59	
that family. This allowed us to maintain the integrity of known pedigree links between G1 and 60	
G2 generations in our animal model analyses. 61	
Thus, in total, we collected behavioural data (as described in main text) on 847 juvenile 62	
fish (G1 and G2 generations only) contained within a pedigree structure having a maximum 63	
depth of 3 generations, and 45 sire and 79 dam individuals. Behavioural data were collected on 64	
841 adult fish, comprising P generation individuals (including those that did not contribute to 65	
the G1), as well as all G1 and G2 individuals that survived to maturity.  66	
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 67	
Husbandry rationale and mitigation of pedigree error risk 68	
Female guppies can store viable sperm from previous matings for prolonged periods (up to 69	
several months). As such we acknowledge that our breeding strategy, in which females used 70	
were (almost certainly) non-virgin comes with some risk of introducing pedigree error (i.e. 71	
some paternity could come from males other than the assigned mating partner). To minimise 72	
this risk, females were isolated from males for a minimum of 3 months before use in crosses. 73	
After that time there was no offspring production and no females appearing gravid. As the 74	
gestation period for guppies is approximately 1 month, any brood produced by a female less 75	
than month after exposure to the designated male mating was discarded as an extra precaution 76	
to ensure pedigree accuracy. 77	
Our rationale for taking this strategy here (and elsewhere, e.g., Boulton et al. 2016) was 78	
threefold. First, relative to the alternative of raising female virgins, isolating older stock 79	
females gave us faster access to; large numbers of females already held as stock; access to 80	
older, and thus larger, females expected to produce larger broods sand thus greater sample size; 81	
and, allowed us to build the multigenerational pedigree by utilising G1 females in the 82	
production of G2. Second, although sperm storage is well documented in guppies, our 83	
knowledge of the biology indicates this is unlikely to be a major source of paternity error in 84	
our experiment. Specifically, strong sperm precedence effects have been documents, even 85	
when matings are separated by an hour (rather than ≥ 3 months as here; Evan & Magurran, 86	
2011), while storage also impairs sperm velocity (Gasparini et al. 2014), and, as a consequence, 87	
competitiveness (Boschetto, et al. 2011). Third, previous simulation studies (REFS) indicate 88	
that bias in quantitative genetic parameters caused by low levels of paternity will generally be 89	
low (e.g., Morrissey et al 2007; Morrissey and Wilson 2010). We note in additional that the 90	
same pedigree structure is used for both juveniles and adults here, so it is also difficult to 91	
42		
envisage how any bias in parameter estimates that does occur could compromise the main 92	
comparisons being made.  93	
Thus, while we stress that our quantitative genetic analyses make the standard 94	
assumption that the pedigree structure is known without error, we have taken multiple 95	
husbandry steps to ensure this assumption is reasonable and note that key comparisons and 96	
conclusions are expected to be robust to minor violations. 97	
 98	
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Appendix 2: Visualisation of the three generation (parental, G1 & G2) guppy pedigree 128	
structure. Black dots represent individuals, blue lines denote sire-offspring links and red lines 129	
denote dam-offspring links. Note that to G2 fish were produced by crosses between unrelated 130	
G1 fish where possible, in some cases they were between G1 males and previously unused 131	
stock (ie parental) females of unknown parentage.  132	
 133	
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Supplemental table 1: Likelihood ratio tests comparison full models (as described in main 154	
text) that included both additive genetic and maternal identity effects fitted vs ‘null’ models 155	
with identical fixed effects but neither of these random effects to model among family 156	
variance.  157	
 158	
Trait Juvenile Adult 
 χ22 P χ22 P 
Tracklength 47.40 <0.001 40.23 <0.001 
Activity 54.44 <0.001 42.12 <0.001 
Area covered 69.90 <0.001 21.42 <0.001 
Time in middle 13.82 <0.001 13.56 <0.001 
Freezings 35.95 <0.001 27.07 <0.001 
 159	
 160	 	161	
 162	
 163	
 164	
 165	
 166	
 167	
 168	
 169	
 170	
 171	
 172	
 173	
 174	
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Supplemental table 2: Estimated variance components and associated ratios to phenotypic variance in full models (containing random additive genetic and 
maternal identity effects) and in VA-only models (with no maternal identity effects). Standard errors are shown in parentheses except where a component is 
bound to zero (see main text for details).  
 
Full model  
Trait VA VM VPE VGroup VR h2 m2 pe2 Group2 
Juvenile          
Tracklength 0.000 0.096 
(0.033) 
- - 0.469 
(0.028) 
0.000 0.170 
(0.049) 
- - 
Activity 0.000 0.134 
(0.043) 
- - 0.474 
(0.028) 
0.000 0.220 
(0.057) 
- - 
Area covered 0.000 0.257 
(0.077) 
- - 0.756 
(0.045) 
0.000 0.254 
(0.059) 
- - 
Time in middle 0.000 0.098 
(0.042) 
- - 0.907 
(0.053) 
0.000 0.097 
(0.039) 
- - 
Freezings 0.000 0.113 
(0.040) 
- - 0.634 
(0.037) 
0.000 0.151 
(0.047) 
- - 
Adult          
Tracklength 0.056 (0.045) 0.079 
(0.037) 
0.215 
(0.034) 
0.043 
(0.019) 
0.423 
(0.014) 
0.068 
(0.055) 
0.097 
(0.042) 
0.263 
(0.042) 
0.053 
(0.023) 
Activity 0.164 (0.055) 0.021 
(0.023) 
0.182 
(0.040) 
0.023 
(0.014) 
0.504 
(0.017) 
0.184 
(0.058) 
0.023 
(0.026) 
0.204 
(0.046) 
0.026 
(0.015) 
Area covered 0.167 (0.050) 0.000 0.114 
(0.037) 
0.155 
(0.045) 
0.587 
(0.020) 
0.163 
(0.046) 
0.000 0.111 
(0.038) 
0.151 
(0.038) 
Time in middle 0.158 (0.056) 0.000 0.237 
(0.044) 
0.026 
(0.015) 
0.534 
(0.018) 
0.165 
(0.055) 
0.000 0.248 
(0.048) 
0.027 
(0.016) 
Freezings 0.202 (0.054) 0.000 0.093 
(0.039) 
0.021 
(0.013) 
0.662 
(0.022) 
0.206 
(0.051) 
0.000 0.096 
(0.041) 
0.022 
(0.013) 
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VA-only model 
Trait VA VPE VGroup VR h2 pe2 Group2 
Juvenile        
Tracklength 0.252 (0.089) - - 0.348 
(0.055) 
0.420 
(0.122) 
- - 
Activity 0.357 (0.120) - - 0.300 
(0.069) 
0.543 
(0.138) 
- - 
Area covered 0.674 (0.208) - - 0.422 
(0.116) 
0.615 
(0.136) 
- - 
Time in middle 0.174 (0.087) - - 0.829 
(0.074) 
0.173 
(0.081) 
- - 
Freezings 0.278 (0.104) - - 0.499 
(0.068) 
0.358 
(0.114) 
- - 
Adult        
Tracklength 0.120 (0.037) 0.186 
(0.030) 
0.065 
(0.024) 
0.424 
(0.014) 
0.151 
(0.045) 
0.234 
(0.039) 
0.082 
(0.028) 
Activity 0.178 (0.050) 0.178 
(0.038) 
0.025 
(0.014) 
0.504 
(0.017) 
0.201 
(0.052) 
0.201 
(0.044) 
0.028 
(0.016) 
Area covered 0.167 (0.050) 0.114 
(0.037) 
0.155 
(0.045) 
0.587 
(0.020) 
0.163 
(0.046) 
0.111 
(0.038) 
0.151 
(0.038 
Time in middle 0.158 (0.056) 0.237 
(0.044) 
0.026 
(0.015) 
0.534 
(0.018) 
0.165 
(0.055) 
0.248 
(0.048) 
0.027 
(0.016) 
Freezings 0.202 (0.054) 0.093 
(0.039) 
0.021 
(0.013) 
0.662 
(0.022) 
0.206 
(0.051) 
0.096 
(0.041) 
0.022 
(0.013) 
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Supplemental table 3 – Fixed effect estimates with associated statistical inference for juvenile 
and adult behavioural traits. All estimates are from “Full models” as described in main text 
without inclusion of offspring standard length as a covariate 
Trait Fixed 
effect 
Effect size (SE) DF F P 
Juv Tracklength Generation 
1 
0.000 1, 36.3 11.58 0.002 
 Generation 
2 
-0.404 ( 0.119)    
 Order 1  0.000  25, 587.0 1.26 0.179 
 Order2  0.346 (0.128)    
 Order 3  0.374 (0.132)    
 Order 4  0.372 (0.134)    
 Order 5  0.362 (0.135)    
 Order 6  0.206 (0.138)    
 Order 7  0.417 (0.140)    
 Order 8  0.301 (0.144)    
 Order 9  0.548 (0.151)    
 Order 10  0.378 (0.158)    
 Order 11  0.404 (0.168)    
 Order 12  0.473 (0.168)    
 Order 13  0.305 (0.178)    
 Order 14  0.383 (0.191)    
 Order 15  0.137 (0.200)    
 Order 16  0.545 (0.218)    
 Order 17  0.349 (0.218)    
 Order 18 -0.029 (0.226)    
 Order 19  0.503 (0.244)    
 Order 20  0.404 (0.255)    
 Order 21  0.210 (0.254)    
 Order 22  0.087 (0.302)    
 Order 23  0.424 (0.416)    
 Order 24  0.670 (0.416)    
 Order 25 -0.350 (0.504)    
 Order 26  1.007 (0.707)    
 Age  -0.050 (0.042) 1, 219.2 1.38 0.241 
 Temp 0.603 (0.054) 1, 65.5 122.90 <0.001 
Juv Activity Generation 
1 
0.000 1, 35.1 5.53 0.024 
 Generation 
2 
-0.314 (0.134)    
 Order 1  0.000 25, 583.3 1.13 0.306 
 Order 2  0.287 (0.129)    
 Order 3  0.347 (0.132)    
 Order 4  0.342 (0.135)    
 Order 5  0.310 (0.136)    
 Order 6  0.167 (0.140)    
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 Order 7  0.426 (0.142)    
 Order 8  0.238 (0.145)    
 Order 9  0.556 (0.153)    
 Order 10  0.314 (0.159)    
 Order 11  0.345 (0.169)    
 Order 12  0.453 (0.169)    
 Order 13  0.283 (0.180)    
 Order 14  0.421 (0.193)    
 Order 15  0.163 (0.202)    
 Order 16  0.532 (0.220)    
 Order 17  0.401 (0.220)    
 Order 18  0.087 (0.228)    
 Order 19  0.482 (0.245)    
 Order 20  0.476 (0.257)    
 Order 21  0.301 (0.256)    
 Order 22  0.188 (0.304)    
 Order 23  0.479 (0.419)    
 Order 24  0.601 (0.419)    
 Order 25 -0.236 (0.508)    
 Order 26  1.152 (0.712)    
 Age  0.002 ( 0.044) 1, 247.6 <0.01 0.962 
 Temp 0.604 (0.060) 1, 69.9 102.60 <0.001 
Juv Area covered Generation 
1 
0.000 1, 37.8 7.42 0.010 
 Generation 
2 
0.494 (0.181)    
 Order 1  0.000 25, 584.7 1.40 0.097 
 Order 2 -0.123 (0.163)    
 Order 3  0.024 (0.167)    
 Order 4 -0.145 (0.170)    
 Order 5 -0.126 (0.173)    
 Order 6 -0.217 (0.176)    
 Order 7 -0.351 (0.179)    
 Order 8 -0.529 (0.183)    
 Order 9 -0.103 (0.193)    
 Order 10 -0.395 (0.202)    
 Order 11 -0.417 (0.214)    
 Order 12 -0.287 (0.214)    
 Order 13  0.154 (0.227)    
 Order 14 -0.115 (0.244)    
 Order 15 -0.382 (0.255)    
 Order 16  0.196 (0.278)    
 Order 17 -0.433 (0.279)    
 Order 18 -0.664 (0.288)    
 Order 19 -0.197 (0.310)    
 Order 20 -0.389 (0.325)    
 Order 21 -0.375 (0.324)    
 Order 22 -0.528 (0.385)    
 Order 23 -0.296 (0.530)    
 Order 24  0.078 (0.530)    
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 Order 25 -1.507 (0.641)    
 Order 26 -1.244 (0.900)    
 Age  0.129 (0.057) 1, 282.8 5.14 0.024 
 Temp -0.030 (0.079) 1, 80.4 0.14 0.705 
Juv Time in 
middle 
Generation 
1 
 0.000 1, 32.8 <0.01 0.985 
 Generation 
2 
 0.002 (0.127)    
 Order 1  0.000 25, 591.3 1.01 0.457 
 Order 2 -0.171 (0.179)    
 Order 3 -0.214 (0.183)    
 Order 4 -0.227 (0.185)    
 Order 5 -0.400 (0.188)    
 Order 6 -0.183 (0.192)    
 Order 7 -0.371 (0.194)    
 Order 8 -0.448 (0.199)    
 Order 9 -0.420 (0.210)    
 Order 10 -0.211 (0.219)    
 Order 11 -0.642 (0.233)    
 Order 12 -0.579 (0.232)    
 Order 13 -0.030 (0.247)    
 Order 14 -0.189 (0.265)    
 Order 15 -0.231 (0.278)    
 Order 16 -0.121 (0.302)    
 Order 17 -0.444 (0.303)    
 Order 18 -0.119 (0.313)    
 Order 19 -0.452 (0.338)    
 Order 20 -0.170 (0.354)    
 Order 21 -0.176 (0.353)    
 Order 22 -0.717 (0.420)    
 Order 23 -0.375 (0.578)    
 Order 24 -0.462 (0.578)    
 Order 25 -1.027 (0.700)    
 Order 26 -2.327 (0.981)    
 Age   0.001 (0.052) 1, 149.5 <0.01 0.980 
 Temp -0.157 (0.061) 1, 51.3 6.57 0.013 
Juv Freezings Generation 
1 
0.000 1, 35.6 6.49 0.426 
 Generation 
2 
0.106 (0.13)    
 Order 1  0.000 25, 587.5 0.91 0.591 
 Order2 -0.101 (0.149)    
 Order 3 -0.197 (0.153)    
 Order 4 -0.262 (0.155)    
 Order 5 -0.242 (0.157)    
 Order 6 -0.057 (0.161)    
 Order 7 -0.205 (0.163)    
 Order 8 -0.134 (0.167)    
 Order 9 -0.310 (0.176)    
 Order 10 -0.223 (0.183)    
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 Order 11 -0.390 (0.195)    
 Order 12 -0.468 (0.195)    
 Order 13 -0.207 (0.207)    
 Order 14 -0.430 (0.222)    
 Order 15 -0.359 (0.233)    
 Order 16 -0.461 (0.253)    
 Order 17 -0.614 (0.254)    
 Order 18 -0.085 (0.262)    
 Order 19 -0.473 (0.283)    
 Order 20 -0.255 (0.296)    
 Order 21 -0.045 (0.295)    
 Order 22 -0.178 (0.351)    
 Order 23 -0.643 (0.484)    
 Order 24 -0.549 (0.484)    
 Order 25 -0.203 (0.586)    
 Order 26 -1.924 (0.821)    
 Age  -0.038 (0.048) 1, 203.6 0.61 0.429 
 Temp -0.519 (0.061) 1, 62.0 72.60 <0.001 
Adult 
Tracklength 
Generation 
0  
0.000  2, 132.1 5.336 0.006 
 Generation 
1 
0.404 (0.138)    
 Generation 
2 
0.085 (0.155)    
 Order 1 0.259 (0.118) 17, 
2343.4 
3.017 <0.001 
 Order2 0.404 (0.119)    
 Order 3 0.523 (0.135)    
 Order 4 0.509 (0.135)    
 Order 5 0.523 (0.136)    
 Order 6 0.504 (0.135)    
 Order 7 0.402 (0.136)    
 Order 8 0.429 (0.136)    
 Order 9 0.446 (0.137)    
 Order 10 0.498 (0.138)    
 Order 11 0.487 (0.139)    
 Order 12 0.405 (0.138)    
 Order 13 0.262 (0.140)    
 Order 14 0.332 (0.141)    
 Order 15 0.346 (0.147)    
 Order 16 0.049 (0.152)    
 Order 17 0.290 (0.784)    
  Repeat 0 0.000    4, 1704.1 12.340 <0.001 
 Repeat 1 0.598 (0.213)    
 Repeat 2 0.729 (0.215)    
 Repeat 3 0.8432 (0.219)    
 Repeat 4 0.796 (0.220)    
 Age  0.046 (0.049) 1, 132.9 0.866 0.354 
 Temp 0.110  (0.029) 1, 1273.0 14.480 <0.001 
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Adult Activity Generation 
0  
 0.000  2, 111.4 2.083 0.129 
 Generation 
1 
 0.0803 (0.143)    
 Generation 
2 
-0.155 (0.158)    
 Order 1  0.393 (0.131) 17, 
2366.4 
3.3200 <0.001 
 Order2  0.559 (0.132)    
 Order 3  0.664 (0.149)    
 Order 4  0.706 (0.149)    
 Order 5  0.686 (0.149)    
 Order 6  0.682 (0.149)    
 Order 7  0.621 (0.150)    
 Order 8  0.615 (0.150)    
 Order 9  0.679 (0.151)    
 Order 10  0.732 (0.152)    
 Order 11  0.731 (0.153)    
 Order 12  0.630 (0.152)    
 Order 13  0.468 (0.154)    
 Order 14  0.586 (0.155)    
 Order 15  0.588 (0.161)    
 Order 16  0.242 (0.167)    
 Order 17 -0.548 (0.846)    
  Repeat 0  0.000      4, 1696.9 10.890 <0.001 
 Repeat 1  0.535 (0.22)    
 Repeat 2  0.683 (0.225)    
 Repeat 3  0.776 (0.228)    
 Repeat 4  0.739 (0.230)    
 Age   0.021 (0.046) 1, 112.6 0.210 0.648 
 Temp  0.116 (0.030) 1, 888.7 14.560 <0.001 
Adult Area 
covered 
Generation 
0  
0.000 2, 103.2 8.124 <0.001 
 Generation 
1 
0.061 (0.157)    
 Generation 
2 
0.640 (0.180)    
 Order 1 0.077 (0.129) 17, 
2423.4 
0.6431 0.860 
 Order2 0.157 (0.130)    
 Order 3 0.0865 (0.150)    
 Order 4 0.061 (0.150)    
 Order 5 0.109 (0.150)    
 Order 6 0.082 (0.150)    
 Order 7 0.032 (0.150)    
 Order 8 0.025 (0.151)    
 Order 9 0.018 (0.152)    
 Order 10 0.027 (0.153)    
 Order 11 0.103 (0.154)    
 Order 12 0.031 (0.154)    
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 Order 13 0.044 (0.155)    
 Order 14 0.063 (0.157)    
 Order 15 0.041 (0.163)    
 Order 16 0.048 (0.169)    
 Order 17 0.886 (0.886)    
  Repeat 0 0.000         4, 1750.8 0.833 0.504 
 Repeat 1 0.023 (0.254)    
 Repeat 2 0.0811 (0.256)    
 Repeat 3 0.085 (0.260)    
 Repeat 4 0.095 (0.262)    
 Age  0.098 (0.059) 1, 172.0 2.809 0.096 
 Temp 0.002 (0.034) 1, 1538.3 0.003 0.954 
Adult Time in 
middle 
Generation 
0  
 0.000 2, 155.9 16.800 <0.001 
 Generation 
1 
 0.483 (0.146)    
 Generation 
2 
 0.906 (0.161)    
 Order 1 -0.043 (0.137) 17, 
2365.0 
1.741 0.030 
 Order2 -0.205 (0.138)    
 Order 3 -0.222 (0.156)    
 Order 4 -0.412 (0.156)    
 Order 5 -0.295 (0.156)    
 Order 6 -0.363 (0.156)    
 Order 7 -0.291 (0.157)    
 Order 8 -0.255 (0.157)    
 Order 9 -0.369 (0.158)    
 Order 10 -0.381 (0.159)    
 Order 11 -0.338 (0.160)    
 Order 12 -0.308 (0.160)    
 Order 13 -0.230 (0.161)    
 Order 14 -0.251 (0.162)    
 Order 15 -0.333 (0.168)    
 Order 16 -0.080 (0.174)    
 Order 17  1.154 (0.878)    
  Repeat 0  0.000 4, 1710.0 5.326 <0.001 
 Repeat 1 -0.045 (0.229)    
 Repeat 2 -0.201 (0.230)    
 Repeat 3 -0.192 (0.234)    
 Repeat 4 -0.127 (0.235)    
 Age  -0.145 (0.047) 1, 115.4 9.55 0.003 
 Temp -0.006 (0.031) 1, 853.3 0.043 0.835 
Adult Freezings Generation 
0  
 0.000  2, 192.7 4.137 0.017 
 Generation 
1 
 0.345 (0.144)     
 Generation 
2 
 0.453 (0.158)     
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 Order 1 -0.471  (0.134)  17, 
2443.2 
3.102 <0.001 
 Order2 -0.699 (0.136)    
 Order 3 -0.749 (0.157)    
 Order 4 -0.833 (0.157)    
 Order 5 -0.759 (0.157)    
 Order 6 -0.747 (0.157)    
 Order 7 -0.805 (0.157)    
 Order 8 -0.766 (0.158)    
 Order 9 -0.776 (0.159)     
 Order 10 -0.813 (0.160)     
 Order 11 -0.899 (0.161)    
 Order 12 -0.882 (0.161)     
 Order 13 -0.639 (0.162)     
 Order 14 -0.809 (0.164)    
 Order 15 -0.953 (0.171)    
 Order 16 -0.569 (0.177)     
 Order 17 -0.510 (0.927)    
  Repeat 0  0.000  4, 1742.2 9.857 <0.001 
 Repeat 1 -0.040 (0.247)     
 Repeat 2 -0.253 (0.248)     
 Repeat 3 -0.253 (0.252)     
 Repeat 4 -0.297 (0.253)    
 Age  -0.004 (0.044) 1, 111.8 0.009 0.923 
 Temp -0.017 (0.033) 1, 636.4 0.264 0.607 
